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PREFACE

I he Regional St ruinar on New Personnel Profiles in l rl ation to
ch,n1,2c., in s.),,RRte ,trek Fattteational Systems was held the Unescoie trl nrtiE ,aid die rat kiiL in o.thgkuk
treran 14 to 21 ,Jantnity 1980. ,turf was attended by 15 1-)tr-ticipants. froth

1:1 prup.itatimi 1()I- this scttninar, fintr crmtrrttries lnclitr, Nepal,
Philippines and Republic of Is; urea prepared, under contract, national
studies on the subject of the Seminar. 11w Seminar suggested, and the
authors agreed. ter prepal-c an abridged version of these studies. duly
revised in the light id the dt.Elibe inns 0i the Seminar Inr publication and

,e'nutattuit ire dic Asia and cAtun.
`Hie lour papers or national studies deal with national mechanism

:cud procedures fur pt pariug and updating profiles of educational per-
sonnel in relation to changes itt society` and educational systems.

The Indian national study indicates that changes in the structures
and processes of education flow partly from the planned and partly un-
planned sot:In-economic developments that are tak ittg place in the coun-
try. Tu make education relevant to socio-economic changes on a con-
tinuous basis, monitoring and evaluative mechanisms have been evolved
within tt context where educational decision-making authority remains
diffused and dispersed, Support for research, particularly for generation
of new information, is all important aspect of these arrangements.

The training heeds arc being met through modification of the pre-
tervice training arrangements and a massive it,- service training programme
which adopts conventional as well as fresh approaches.

The paper from Nepal cites the major changes in society and educa-
tional system, as being, among others, the slant of the National
tional System Plan towards vocational education and development of a
positive attitude towards work, a growing sense or national unity, em-
phaF4s on rota! development, move tuv.',irds justice, change in the
Ncpaiesc attitude towards anahority, improved means of transportation
and communicaci00, impruvt,A1 teaching and learning methods, stress on
international understanding, emphasis on agricultural development, and
the involvement of peopit: at the grass-roots level in their own develop-
ment plans.

New personnel p zt,res c c ~ly and rationalsystems, report 0 Regional Seminar, 1980



The I !I: cnncludcS NV di a list proposals t r _ djustments which

include Institutiital.d colhiboration, more effort t t es. teld educational
facilities to distant areas, emphasis on skill (level() prnent and attitudinal
change, linking training to rural development ..._kidiessing naming to
specific personnel needs. and developing an integrat= d and comprehensive
training scheme.

The paper from the Philippines indicates tha t to achieve the social
;sails of democratizing economic and social OppOr I.LanitICS and the c radi-

is n of poverty. the national government has ark 't_.)ted :as its strategy an

emphasis nn rural development, with stress on food production; ac-
celerated industrialization, and substantial expansior-i cif public services.

The educational system has responded to this policy thrust by
renewing its CLImcula, instructional IlLucrials and st rategies, and personnel
de\ elopment programme. by strengthening plar-ining, and management
capahilitis at all levels. Mechanisms for the devcz lopment of personnel
have undergone re;evant changes, and as a conser4LienCe, a massive pro-
gramme of personnel development is being implernented, and new per-
sonnel profiles are emerging.

The paper Inun the Republic of Korea highlight is educational changes
that have been introduced as a consequence of s<=="cio-economic chtmges
which have occurred not only in the country but worldwide; these arc
industrialization, socio-economic inequalities, rap id population growth
and urbanization, value changc as a consequence r-,3. t industrialization and
urbanization, the development of mass media and the knowledge explo-
sion as factors which have influencvl Educational chi range and reform.

'file Korean paper treats two dimensions u f the profile, namely,
personality traits and professional compctencies. ese dimensions ".re the
basis for providing training programmes.

:dl the four national studies tellingly demorz,s trate that much more
needs to he done to create more, and to strengti -icn the existing (a) re-
newal mechanisms for personnel de,;elopment in l reparing new personnel
profiles demanded by concurrent socio-econci.rnic and educational
changes, and (b) training mechanisms to ensure the availability of the
appropriately qualified and properly motivated edu.,Cational personnel.

Dr. Minch Sutaria edited the country papers L.ri consultation with the
authors.



NATIONAL STUDY INDIA

by T.N. Dhar

Sock lucation relationship
i'lie mutually supH,rting relationship I -Rye .ducatiun and society

liar dways been recognizeo, although not always spelt out in precise
terfiiti. Society provides material and manpower support to el .Watt nasal

activity, legitimises educational functions and reinforces the pro-
moted in educational institutions. Schools, colleges and other training
institutions, on their part provide bridges between the past acid the
1,1-, scot and the present and the room:, def. clop pcifoimauce capacities
among the people in terms of relevant knowledge, useful skills i.nd con-
ducive attitlides, and provide the necessary inicastructure for promoting
scientific and techn,dogical advancement.

iii recent years, there has been an increasing questioning of the values
underlying educational activity, particularly- from those segments of the
population whose expectations from the system are divergent with the
roles that education has traditionally been expected to play. Instead of
expecting it to tuzike them -gentlemen," they expect education to provide
them with knowledge and skills which will help their effort at vertical

The educition system has initiated many-sided reforms to make
it more functionally oriented.

Socio-economic changes

The changes in the structures and processes (II education flow partly
front the socio-economic developments planned or unplanned that
are taking place in the country. A listing of all the changes that have
taken nr are taking place is ofr.iously difficult to undertake fur many
reasons. h)r one thing, changes may take place so imperceptibly as to go

I)r. T.V. I)har is
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Iffinul cd. lout adrtitiale iitt,Itlig wuchanIsnis,
rntinit.)Iiri anti documentation of change heroines (111hrult. 1-his section
loaell indicates some of the planned and unplanned changes that hav e
taken place. fLII Itil.1.1-1N- those %%Inch have sratificant implication 1+,1-

ItICJI in.

New development strate,try

fhe continuing disparities anion g regionsions an segments opulr
t concentration of economic power in big land owners and large
business houses, imemployment and underemployment and low consump-
tion le.els of a large mass of the people have led to a questioning of the
growth model %%inch has so far governed investment pidieles. New devel-
opment strategies, with emphasis on distributional Justice and the satis-
faction of the basic minimum needs of the poor, have been proposed for
implemen tat ion.

The draft Sixth Five-Year flan (1978-83) is an illustration of the
age that is taking place in the development strategy. The main com-

ponents of tie new strategy .tre:
I. The removal within ten years t >f unemployment and under-

employment to a significant extent, an appreciable rise in the standards
of living of the poorest sections of the population and provision by the
state of the basic minimum neAls of the people;

2. Restructuring or the pattern of investment in favour of rural
areas, agriculture and supporting services and small scale and cottage
industries;

3. A new pattern of central assistance which takes into accoan
developmental burden and resource availability of the States;

4. Development of multi-purpose infrastructure for district- based
and area-specific industrial development;

Reservation for the small sector f the manufacture of commodi-
ties of daily use;

1). Integrated rural develo lent; and
7. Decentralization of the planning process partici!l rely in respect

of programmes of local relevance.

Unplanned changes

While the new dove strategy proposed for implementation in
the next ten years, more particularly in the five years of 1978-83, repre-
sents a conscious response to the economic and social problems that nave
emerged, other changes have taken place over the years in the soda:



NplICICN \LW% 111.(INCS !Live' Mit twin planned! for.
S me id si- important developments are discussed briefly.

:utr,t

Milt' :mil welt single:11 developmen

die advances .ind technological developments antl Heuer appli-
productiou and communication prot-esse..: have been substantial.

Iltc iinplo,ations tit se have 1:K-CtS and have consuierable Implica-
tions for the future. 1 hey ha% ,, for instance, provided mankind w ith the
itiehnoloo,leill capability of de:ding 1,1,1th !milder's, /len...13y making fruitful
el lint .11 improving the qualitv of lite ()I a large mass of people. The
developments in ciimmunications technology have brought large segments
into the main stream Of national life and consequently enahled them to
participate mole meaningfully in national affairs. Fur most, they have
raised the aspiration levels wind,. although creating short-run problems,
have reate)! bettel life.

Scientific and technological advances hake. however, nut been an
unmixed blessing. With scant concern for consequences, their unthinking
application has resulted in atmospheric pollution, ecological imbalances
and dr;detion of non-renewal resources. Without social orientation and
c.-reative response to the problems that have emerged, the very survival
of mankind has (-done to he at stake. Since fruits of development have yet
to percolate to the mass of the people, pollution of the physical environ-
ment is accompanied by pollution of the social environment. Poverty,
disease and destitution are characteristics of so many rural communities
and urban slums.

Demographic structure

the composition of the population significant implications for
any education system. India continues to he a young national and pro-
jections of the composithm of population seem to indicate that even by
the end of the Ccnttir, nearly 4(1 per cent of its population will be below
the age of I i. Apart from having a large unearning and dependent popula-
tion, the country has to provide educatiomd and other services for a large
proportion of its puptdatittr, in the years to come. Even to provide Coal-
pulsory education for children of the age-group 6 -I 4, nearly 50 million
more places have to be created in schools. This would be in addition to
the current enrolment of 90 million children in classes in Educa-
tion of such large numbers requires the appointment of a large body of
teachers and other educational personnel and makes it more difficult to
upgrade the quality of such personnel at a time when demand for their
services requires that they he trained in the shortest possible time.

3



Na anal staiiy

Most of the population of the country is concentrated in villages and
hamlets, in many of them it has nut been possible so far to provide
schools within easy walking distance primarily because of the sparseness

their population, For instance, a population of less than 300 makes it
dill icult to establish economically viable and educationally effective
iiwitution. The education system has, therefore, to consider the designing

uu ativ approaches while not in,..itution-hased, nevertheless
bring within the fold cif education those children would otherwise
remain outside its reach.

Urbanization
Seventy to seven'. Live per cent of India's population lives in rural

areas. The trend of the rural youth migrating to urban areas in search of
gainful employment has- increased in recent years. This unplanned migra-
tion has created urban slums where most of the rural youth lead a pm-
poseles and fragmentary existence. This has also depleted rural areas of
their talent without utilizing, which it is difficult to undertake, meaning-
ful programmes of rural development. The need is, therefore and it is
reflected to a great deal in the new developmental strategy to create
gainful employment in rural areas and train rural youth for various emerg-
ing employment opportunitis.

Changing value systems
The advances in science and technology and means of mass com-

munication and development of urban and semi-urban and industrial
centres have tended to change the value systems. The economic necessity,
compelling women to increasingly take up employment, has also affected
family patterns. In many highly urbanized areas, nuclear families continue
to exist without any meaningful relationship with neighbours. Exposed
to life styles prevalent in more affluent societies, the youth of the country
find it difficult to make a smooth transition from the value orientations of
their families to a coherent system of values for themselves. There is need
to help the new generation to make a smooth transition to new value
orientations, while at the same time imbibe in them the moral and spirit-
ual values which have helped the society to maintain its existence so far.

Response of the education system
Although there have been efforts to remodel it, the education system

in India continues to suffer from a number of deficiencies. Among others
they include:

1. Because of the overall resource deficiency, it has trot always been

4



India

possible to pros. 1 Basic minimum cducatitttu ttt all the people with the
result that large geo.4raphical areas and large se;gtnettls of population
until-Inc to he outside the reach of educati

Lett when educational facilities tt1 a minimum standard have
hecn made piieih,.. anti social Itttnclicalts prevent people from
raking fall athan Lige id them;

3. A lare number of children are, for economic reasons, unable
to complete the basic minimum education which would enable them to
!unction in later life as useful and productive citizens;

4. Education provided in schools is generally unrelated to the needs
of the communities and the developmental tasks of the country; and

5. The expectations that have been generated have resulted in
considerable pressure on the expansion of educational facilities making it
diffi,. nit to provide rc.,onics lot restructuring the system.

In recent years, however, a more purposive effort has been made to
model the system of education in order to increase access of the dis-

advantaged groups and to improve its relevance to developmental tasks.
This effort has been partly in response to the various planned and un-
planned social and economic changes that have taken place. This section
hriellc discusses some of the significant efforts that arc underway in
making education productive and more relevant to the developmental
tasks.

Provision of facilities

A major programme which continues to receive high priority is that
of increasing the access of underprivileged sections to education through
the establishment of educational institutions within easy walking distance.
The Plan for 1978-83 has proposed the creation of educational facilities
for 32 million more children in the Grades of I to VIII during the five-
year period. The achievement of this enrolment target is expected to
reduce the disparities among regions and population groups that have
come to characterize educational development so far.

In populated areas, where it is not always possible to es-
tablish economically viable and educationally effecitve institutions,
alternative strategies of providing education, such as peripatetic teachers,
trot ile, gToup and residential schools are being tried out. An important
feature of the residential schools which are being established particularly
for meeting the educational needs of communities who live in isolated
areas, is that they provide students with knowledge and skills which are
relevant for meeting community needs like nutrition, productive work,

5
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Of Inc lac litie> that ale arty available. the str,aeg,v being
adopted k tar it nt r.:kine, education to the doorsteps 01 those children who

unable to enrol or drop out from the system prematurely. A variety
of 7 unlal education proratnines is being implemented with a view to

pro it ling education which is flexible in content, methods. place, timing
and dirrttion. In one such experiment the five-year curriculum has been
condensed to enable a child to complete it within two years. In another,
non-formal education attempts to provide to girls competencies that they
tiill require in the performance of their future roles as mothers. In a third,
the content of education is being woven around the craft. such as carpet
weaxinv, in which the children of school goiir aqcs are engaged. Broadly
speaking, the purpose of non - formal education, apart from providing basic

11,1, is to provide knowl edge and skills which will in-
crease the competence the out-of-school child to function as a useful
and productive member of the community.

Adult education

The 1978-83 Plan has proposed a massive programme adult
education. Compared to about 500,000 adults being made literate annual-

the target proposed in the next five years is to provide education to
(5 million adults of the age group 15-35. In addition to literacy, the pro-
vamme aims at developing among the adults social awareness and pro-
viding them with knowledge and skills that will help them to introduce
innovative practices in their occupations. Generally, the content of adt..I
education is built around the occupation in which the adult is engaged;
this ensures his motivation for the programme. The Draft Five -Year Plan
(1978-83) states: "Besides literacy, the main elements of the programme
will, therefore, include an appropriate mix suited to the needs and
terests of the individual, of such themes as general education including
citizenship training, health education, family planning, upgrading of
vocational skills, deeper understanding of science and technology in nay-
to-day life and physical education and cultural activities". An important
feature of 4V5-programme is the association of voluntary organization in
its implementation.

6
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I productive work
An edue, institt;:i only instant

reeii tttsttl in the ral ,treo, tot lau tchtrt :_' a multi- orttlt effort
CtInSCCILICIltiV, the need ior cfevel -ipnw the

school in for promotineo_ innovative developments in aurt-
culture. local e mitts, health, family olanmn4 etc. is being; increasinJv
realized. the ext ns m wings of the vartolis departments,
health, small scale itldttstries, are lit:in:4 made to consider how, with their
assistance, tile 1, +e_ can he developed as a viable nnportant

throu.411 wnich improved practices c, n be promoted in the corn-

In order develop proper :attitude mai work and
provide training m usend skills, socially useful nroduc work has been
introduced in the education system as an integral part of the curriculum.
The objective is two-fold, to expose students, who are the future farmers
and artisans, to knowledge and techniques which will enable them to raise
the product[ occupations and to pros 'e them with know-
ledge and viit contribute to a dRersifie

-1 of the occopa-
munitv.tivnal structure tt

Vocational ion

As for voc,: amalization, the attempt is to divert, at successive stages
of education, a specific proportion cif students to vocational training
courses. The significant feature of the prodprogramme is tct provide vocational
training to students who have completed ten years of general education so
that, instead of seeking entrance to institutions of higher education, they
receive training which will help them to obtain gainful e-mployment.
Training, as an integral part of the general system of education, is being
provided in skill a. -as, for which the demand has crystallized through
surveys of existing and emerging occupations and for which, at the mo-
ment, training facilities are either n(q ava:lable or are inadequate. This
training is being organized in relation to the absorption capacity of the
economy for skills,
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curt tilar hi n. e been inlii-at.e(L Arno% other thin:.s. the fo,,eiwin
ira-Itaic,l in he scnool

. A pri,g,ift-itT1C- Of crtvir nmental studies has been ilex cloned with

t.iew tc )n?tilirtt/12, childrens knowled ac d- :he problems posed by
environmental pollution and depletion and the comprtcncc to acid with

ith the assistance it the funds made aailable by the United
T111LtL'11 At_11V1111";. .1 massive brorainme od popula-

tion education is being implemented with a view to providine knowledge
oit the ad\ erse ettect. that increasing, population vrow LI, has on the qualwv

id lite to students and for suitable training of teachers.

Th eoncern fir inclucatinv appropriate moral and spiritual

values a,nong children is reflected in the effort to identify basic values
which need to be porMitted thruitt.4h school curricula.

4. Education in nutrition, health and environmental sanitation has
become an important part of the school curriculum; this has also been
integrated with the environmental studies programme.

The charge Mat the education) provided is not relevant continues to
be made. With a view ii developing curricula which arc local and group
specific, experimental work has been initiated with a view to developing
new modes to curriculum formulation. With the assistance of the faculty

of Suite Institutes of Echication and teacher training institutions, local

tea.;.ers are helped to adjust qualitatively the primary school curriculum
to the life styles of the community and the socio-econnornic conditions of
the neighbourhood. The experience of implementing the experimental
project assisted by 'he UNTCEI: has warranted its extension to other

States and school systems. In another experiment a package of educa-

tional services is being developed with a view to meeting the educational
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A 1tftdrii outcoa-.e the vA,lous :t'lrina. in the new

,nd rd11.-.Iti.17', IN, veIm -
;111:11 t 1 die 1111111:1111111 letininia 1:(11111(11.1111, 111S1L,k,1(1 SpeCli y11194 them in
terms of an attempt 11:as been n'ade to identify the
minimum learning competencics that elementary s owls should help
children to devcioiL It is reco,znized th-at equaitza ni if educational
opp''tturi1tie l dd not only mean provision of fa(;lities for iittending
zcho,uls nut also the tacili U1/4 1,, develop minimum corrpcteneies which are

tym,,, the ccmipcIericies required ly!-- the child, provides a common hasis
r develtTin,4 a variety of uaI specific curricula to meet the needs of

a ihverse in op of chooren livinL: in different socio-economic conditions,
In provides a 1.11111( frj.',:WW(irk for developini4 a minimum level of
attainment that every school should attempt to provide among the
studen ts.

Profile changes

Altholft:h the v!nous (levelopment planned and unplanned
education and in the wider social system have significant implications for
the type of competencies that educational personnel should dev,lop,
it is not always easy to identity the specific competencies that different
categories of educational personnel should possess. There seem, howt-ver,
to n certain hr aid categories of competencies which almost all educa-
tional personnel would need to develop in view of the various changes
t hat arc taking place in education, particularly in the context of develop-

9
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those iis vhose I jir rtlietal traditivns arc

to pr vale ei11,1-Cdti,)11 it) under-privileed and disadvantatzert trroups that
thev trAditionally crnolo In the ease of these groups. motivations

cLftaIiitI are Tine nhicrcnt, Pie need or developing non-torn-Rd
educatton as a major aliernicive to provide education a the unreached
,Irotips \could require the to work in unstructured situations, The
educational programme vill have to he designed not only ti motivate
cant.tr-en :or edue,tilttit out a05 i,1 Ed! d.111011A OR r,

useful fir functioning as socially useful productive citizens.

e large number t f out-of-school children, educational pro-
gmmines 'v mid have to be developed in relation to parental occupations
its well as the skills that t1::: child may require in the community. Oc-
cupational life of the community would, therefore, have to be developed
as a major medium for providing education. This would require, on the
part of the ::eachers, eurricultrn planners. educational planners and
administrators, an understanding of the occupational paitti-rn of the com-
munity that exists at present and which is likely to emerge in the near

undertake community sur;evs
and the ability to interact with other development departments for the
development of educational programmes in relation to identified needs.

Decision making in educat would have, in the context of the
above considerations, to tie substantially decentralized. Instead of being
disaggregative, the programmes would have to be formulated at the micro

'-;1
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ass:hays consideraide importance, 01 these personnel. teachers
coiistif..te the on 1St impor:an: segment whose number at present stands at
2.!..-1 million. There are 7it pre-sent about 350 tettcher-training colicives tuador th:;_r1 OW tahr Hri -;Cht ! H t,),` Ihe
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complete(' tac Bachelor of Education degree pramitie. The latterprovides a tviii-ycar teacher eflucation course for those whir have com-pleted secondary school edticataiin, the completion of this

tit-c entitles Blew to teach in primary and riuddle schools (0-rades

The National Council o. Educational Research and Training has
established intcv-ated rourses cf ft ea duration in its tour Regional
Collegt..s cf Educatior, They provide an integrated content-cum-pcdagoni-
cyllise it graduates it1 higher secondary schitols. These Colleges are also
experimenting with an integrated M.Sc. Ed. programme where the stud.
err IS who have comuleted the 13.Sc. course are provided a two-year
content-eum-pedagogy o furse.

A massive pro2ramme of in-serytee tratnin g. is in op"ratton in the
country. ;V.:at from the various departments of the NCER.T and the
th747iinid col'iecs f cducatHini die effort at providing in-serv..ce training to
serving teachers is coordinated at the State level by the Stare Councils of
Educational Research and Training/State Institutes of Education/State
Institutes of Science Education etc. The usual expectation is that every
set-Nang teacher in the school system must receive some form of training
after every five vents. Under an innovative- programme, using a multi-
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ap.,t11. p1"10,1,11FL, a br,Liat iramcwork Tait. Nature educational do clop-
tne7-.1 s,,cial and cc,,nothb: iIs. oascu'L-ses with State

ts the cihicaroonal policies and pioLjamines and on the basis
the,e ,taa% 1/1 order f riorities and the hiaQ:niat-Atle if
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skided :,Janparwer f It diverse cabNorics and secs that, to Ina extent
i-los,abla% these Fe lFefieflt trc 11111114-d I)\ develop-ru sultable educa-
tional pro,Jamines

1 he Central Nlinistr% ,d Education has estathlished a large number
oh ad\ is,a,. bodies %%here states represented at senior levels for discuss=

it itiitt etitiCtiii Mai issues and developnua suitable educational policies
and pro,4rart1!nes. !-since solutions to educational problems in these ad-

emt-i the implementation tat such
policies is to t iffli- it len itir.01 red,

1. The (Sinver,:itv Grants Commission has been charged, under the
(:iisrilnti n ih the responsibility of ensurin the maintenance and co-
ordination 1 tandards in hp_s,,her education. It provides financial assist-
ance to ;int% eIkIlC- JUl 4.-piie,-,es itt aribus programmcs of educational
developmen t.
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anti introduces several me:_isurcs most of which have been ;zradually nut
into eitect to make the teachtue_!, profession attractive and di n fi d and
to increase the capability and et bele:icy of the teachers.

In addition to the NESP, there are several other importtint fac
whieb are ..4'e0-politicai and socio-economic in nature which inilunce the
u:e=stvic, attitude, pet formanix and the vial status of a teacher. 1:lome

maior factors aftectin, the professional status 5.,f a teacher are
described below
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t1u c uthertz Illinois University. specialization in
-nt in Education, He has played a key role tit ,c,_:Tral

activities. irz particular itz the fields of research and deveiap-
t, ck-Zca:Zon and :ow.cost instructional materials. In

his country, he has Flo rzecred several innovative projects including some
on relating education to rural development and a pilot study on earning
while learning at the secondary level of education, He has made studies

international agncics, and organized and participated in intertw-
ined meetings.
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priority m national development plans. bccasemnw than 94 per

cent of the people are in agriculture, the benc development in tins
area Jcenjmedbv the majority.

Development of n cc-a- r amine

Thr democratic process of nvolvmg the people w t It, grassroots
level in their own development plans has been largely followed in the
planning stage as contrasted with the age-old practiCe of formulating plans
at the top level and imposing them nn the ground level.
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with a 4enef-al ,Icademac hack-4round y as

L.x.suifir-LIEJous arid tcxt
nsais. pflY1-11k,tik,ILS, etc. there f,vas no

piefesional teThrirement ior a teacher.

hi\ s do: u calmpialsory to: :icho,.1 fe....,eher. There

ha: ...-,nse.auenth. Ht:cn, th in teacher training pro-
ainmes sines I "7 I, An institute i-)f Education was created under

la:Wm.:van University and its capaei iv expanded for traininu teachers at
different levels, 'I he Institute also ories shorr-term in-service train=
in:I jair.a.ran.:nes parLicularlv I or teachers, headmasters, supereis:-rs

.falmnistrators. The training programmes are conducted
at ',ari,aus I,Icaftns in the country. Their structures, contents and me-
iii i are ,i(L.isical to Meet the requirements of particular trainees.

We do not expect (Ink" the teddler to try to hring about.
fina needed irmiact throug,h education in the larger context of a socletY,
l i t f a c t s like Nepal's et torts at linkim, educattilll With rural development
hUt at working, out .idult-oriented functional development and at working
out .idult-ortented regular :ts well as non-tormal educational programmes
to c:,ter to the educational needs of the youth who could not enter the

1./I, .1.:C:1% JO.: [Ole of
in a much wider context. It is, however, not only the teacher who \corks
in that direction but also all the educational functionaries who have to
contribute to it in a very practical form of interdependence and inter-
relationship in pursuance of the common unified goal.

In the light of the major changes discussed in this paper, broad roles
of I different cateqpries of educational personnel Will.) make an important
contribution to education are given hereunder:

1. A teacher is:
A

b1 A borad-bas, . d person with specialization in teaching subject (s).

e) A community Workel%
(11 An investwator and innovator:

scientifically-oriented:
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itt zeres 're::: innovatr.-e problem-
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A ts,..cher.

A stro,21-,.-r= ts
a A professional,

) A eurriculum resource perstut.
ci An investigutie and InnoVa 1()r:
d) A teacher .
C u administrator-

A curt-lett:urn speci.thst
a) A professional:

c) A teacher.

5. A teacherseducator is
a) A teacher:
h) A curriculum resource person;
c) An investiizator and innovator:
d) A teacher.

6. Research personnel arc:
a) Professionals;
b) Innovators;
c) Teachers.

7. An (.11.1cational administrator is:
a) A professional;
b) An investigator and innovator;
c) A teacher.

Training of teachers and educational personnel

Training of teachers and related education personnel is, to a large
extent, conducted in the country itself. The Institute of Education

19
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conducts pre-service an training programmes at various loca-
tions in the country, It provides teacher training, equal access of
women to education (a training programme specifically designed for

;iris Irom the remote areas) and distance learning for teachers now

engaged in the first phase implementation of training primary school
teachers) through Occasional training programmes are conducted

by the National Curriculum. Textbooks and Supervision Development
Centre of the Ministry of Education and the Regional Education
Directorates of the four develop-men: regions. Apart from these, short-
term training and workshops are condi_ieted at the district level by the
District l-itication Supervision Unit in coliaboiation with the Institute
of Education. Training programmes for adult and nun- formal teachers/

tors and workers are conducted by programme-sponsoring ageni.-irs

on a short-term basis,
Efforts so far put into the training of other related personnel such as

supervisors, educational administrators and research personnel are mere
trickle. Very few high and middle level man-power related to educational
administration, curriculum and research receive training in the related
fields abroad.

Thus, it is side nt that an effective training mechanism for educa-

tional personnel embracing all important functionnaries of education such
as curriculum experts, supervisors, research personnel and educational
administrators has yet to emerge.

The existing in-country training structures coping essentially with
the training requirements of teachers. Training facilities for other related
personnel do not exist at a significant level. This poses as a major handicap

in achieving co-ordinated education development through an .terde-
pendent training scheme for various educational personnel. It is important
that provisions be made for training abroad and for striking a balance
between in-country and out-of-country training. While out-of-country
training provides an opportunity for benefiting from the experiences of
other countries, the merits of in-country training in enhancing develop-
ment of training programmes closely related to the problem of the coun-

itself should not be under-emphasized. Besides, it will not be possible

to provide out-of-country training to a large number of personnel. Because
the limited number who receive training do not meet all the manpower
required in those areas, candidates who do not meet mini-mum training
and academic requirements have to be employed.

It may also be noted that training programmes are still predominant-

ly lecture-based and classroom-based and, thus, they become less practical
and further removed from the reality. Another feature that becomes
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strikinglv apnaren: in mariy trainul roa-raminics is that they tend to ciye
undue emphasis to superficial. trivial and repetitive topics and thereby
consume considerable precious time in such indulgence. Practice teaching/
practicums continue -to become part of trainirw requirements. but ii
majority it cases they end up in being a routine cuid standard exercise.
Short-terrn trainiry proa-rammes more often than not lack sequential
links and are heavilv lecture-based.

1n the light of the important changes taking place particularly in
education in Nenal and the new roles the different educational personnel
have to pl ay. the followinit adjustments in the overall trtiining str.tteg-v-
may be pr(posed:

Consideration should be given to exploring the possibilities of
utilizing the capability of the Curriculum. Textbook and Supervision
Development Centre the Regional Education Dircetorazeis) and District
Supervision Unit( c) and the Research Centre for Educational Innovation
and Development for collaborating on it large scale in conductimt training
programmes.

2. Training programmes should move out to reach the teachers.
The greater the distance of trainin,-: centres from where trainees are drawn
the greater is the possibility of the emergence of a gap between training
and actual needs of the trainees. Thus, efforts should be made to intensify
such programmes as mobile teams, on-the-spot training programmes,
school resource centers and district curriculum and training centres.

3. Training of teachers and other education personnel should focos
on the area of skill development and attitudinal change besides the acqui-
sition of know-ledge and information. The present training programmes
must be reviewed insofar as their content and methods are concerned by
taking into account the nature of skill and attitudinal development
expected.

4. Development of strategies and methods for linking education to
rural development should be incorporated with concrete guidelines for
knowledge base and practical exercise, as part of all training programmes
meant fur education personnel.

5. Training programmes should -primarily attempt to develop among
trainees skills in the methods and techniques applicable to their area of
work, for example, methods and techniques of teaching for teachers and
techniques of supervision for supervisors. Train programmes must
concretely be addressed to these needs.

6. Teaching experience must he a pre-requisite for being a teacher,
a supervisor, a teacher-educator or a curriculum expert and so on. At least
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once every year or eviin preferably once cery six months. difi'erem
educatif personnel may be assiggned to teaching for a Shit period,

7. An integrated and comprehensive scheme for trainint7 teachers
and uther education triersonpri should be designed in the light uf the fact
that the fcus of our endeavours should be the learner. This unity of
:purpose siloald be made the main fabric on which all trainint, prog-rammes
are developed.
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years I Philippine
eccdents in than es in
meet the demimds

society. A study pc:1-:,nr.cl prof _ thus. ineluctably draws in the
syStems which influence them the suprasystem, Philippine Si cie and
the educational system.

Three interrelated systems arc discussed in this paper, the third being
sub-systern the education personnel system. It attempts to highlight

the fact that a chanite in ally of the two larger systems affects the per-
sonnel system, and that a change in any of the three systems reverberates
in the others.

Chances in the education personnel system woulderefore, derive
direction from the two other systems which is recent times have become
very dynamic, The interrelatedness of the three systems may he depicted
thus:

Sutaria tie Director :rent/ of Elementary Education,
of Education and Culture the Philloolnes. She recieved her

degree from UCLA in education in 1951 and Ph.D. from the University
of the Philippines. As Chairman of the National Development Group
for Educational Innovation, she bus been instrumental in promoting
close aud effective co-ordination among the national centres of (.7duca-
tional research and development and in initiating studies on evaluation
and promotion of innovation in education. She has served Unesco and
intersorernmental organization as a consultant. In APEID context, she
has made valuable contribution in a range of areas such as a adminis-

-on and management of educational innovation, educational techno-
and teacher education. Iler recent notable contribution was the

c !sign and further development of staff training of Associated Centres
under APE/ii attachment programme.

S /ic is an author of a number of papers and special studies, including a
case study on "Philippine educational goals, aims and objectives".
She has been a prominent participant in international meetings on
education and related fields.



The Suprasystern: Philippine societ\
The imposition of martial law on September 21, 1972 marked the

beginning of cataclysmic changes in Philippine society. The new society
was born and a "new" nation began to take shape. This New Society has
been envisioned as one in which equality of opportunity cxists. It is
society that shall he free from poverty one in which Filipinos shall live
in justice, peace, liberty and equality. This implies the domocratization of
economic and social opportunities and modernization.

To attain these goals, the national government strategy focuses on
rural development with emphasis on food production, accelerated in-
dustrialization and substantial expansion of public sectors.

Thcse priorities for development are translated into sound pro-
grammes which involve considerably expanding development projects as
well as improving the ability to implement them.

Factors influencing change
The factors that have influenced changes in Philippine society can

be categorized as social, economic and cultural. Social factors include the
nature and structure of society, actions taken by national bodies, mass
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fit CSc5 parfitaildrlis :71 Ifie fund areas as a ill call,-; 1 shicrini i.vealth as wellas fir the kkSirdtdC social and Li-fib-oral values of Philippinesociety.

1 entici planned duuntes, a reorganaLation I gove7nment bodies
was instituted and new leaders have been chosen, for the New Society
itiquires leaders whose moral commitment !s consonant with the needs
of development, ..ind can serve as appropriate models for the ra:onie.

Revolution in mass media has provided more channels for corn=
inunicitiang ideas ,triti tor technology transfer. Research. science and tech-
nologv; hutve p1 t\ .11-1 increasingly import:int role in effertintt chttinge.

The increase of the gri)ss nalion_d product (GNP) saiee 1972 hashelped imp:- ive el.er, its
quantum :cap itt sl:\ P since 1972, although it may presage a bright future,should mt e considered as the sole indicator of progress. S,,cial indicators must compliment GNP as indices of development, find these have
been appropriately identified mil reflected in the nationa: developmentplans.

[lie combination of a hiali proportion (Jt dependents imd low in-
comes makes it difficult for Filipino families to attain quah,y life. Rapid
population growth forces the increase of current expenc itures by thepublic sector and unfavourably affects the quality of life. Clearly, fertilityreduction is an extremely effective way of raising per capita income.

The soaring prices of imports have in a way affected the life styleof the people. For instance, people had to adjust their budgets and con-
sequently their life styles when the price of oil continuously increased,and the government put more emphasis on energy-producing and con-
servation measures. The educational system had to respond to the crisis
with programmes and projects calculated to conserve energy and produce
other energy-giving resources and intended to augment income to Meet
the problems of spiralling prices.

Value conflict brought about by the growing westernization of the
country has imposed new imperatives for the social system and its culture
and suggests needed adjustments in the educational system.
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This Cle record comparcN re;,:stn.ibly well with the per=
,rm.ance ilt other devehming nations. However, the economic and social

:eyed have been io uneven:y distributed throttOtout the coutury
c t rut parities. This sterns 12,rgely from

nevi et __ s < f an uneven distribution of natural resources among
regions and the concentration of public and private efforts in particular
regions such as. Metro Manila, Southern Tagalog z_incl Central Luzon.

There are certain forces at work that are rendering previous arrange-

ments continually unworkable, creating strains" in the articulation and
workings of the systems. presenting crucial alternatives to participants on
an individual, group or institutional level. All these mean change, and
change involves the family and broadly the society. Most of these forces
are automatic processes loose by ig.r4ely western
origin and summed up by related concepts such as urbanization, indus-
trialization, differentiatic_ul or specialization of societal parts or functions.
'These trends impose new imperatives for the social system and its culture
and suggest adjustments needed in the educational system.

The t'liiiilfp ine educational sister.. r
The educational system has undergone the most substantial changes

f_ 1972 to the present. It is to because m_rtial law has cleared the
system of hobbling factors that tended to impede the successful imple-
mentation of reforms during pre--martial law times, and the New Society
has given unprecedented emphasis to the role of education in develop,
men t.

The factors that have propelled the educational system to change
neatly delineate themselves into internal and external types. Internal
factors emanate from the components of the system such as goals and
objectives, prorammeslcurricnla, evaluative measures. personnel. stu-
dents, learning resources, buildings, etc. One example is the Reconnais-
sance Study or the Programme and Project Review currently being under-
taken by the Ministry of Education and Culture in a desire of the present
leadership to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the system. The
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.ter1al factors derive from the supra-system in which the educa-
tio:lal system is embedded == society. Chances in society have provided
illiection for edif_islti,)ita: re foms, innovations and programmes. The
e:Cat system has been making appropriate responses to meet them,
-tr:erwise it lie pr..-,vidin.,; irTelevant edt iou At the same time,
there are certain changes in the educational system calculated to effect
chances in society. One esampic that may be cited is its Prc)gramme for
developing desirable values. particularly those related to nationhood.

One example of immediate response to change is the adjustment of
curieular offerings to the oil crisis which has given rise to new personnel
profiles and in turn the need for retraining of teachers. The educational
system is -actively supporting the government's job-creation programme
a measure to ease anticipated economic depression brought about by the
oil squeeze, The schools have placed unprecedented emphasis on the
development of productive skills and the generation of income through
earn-while-you-learn projects at all levels including non-formal education.
This curricular adjustment has' precipitated Le need for teachers to
assume an additional role for which they were not originally trained

pt,!-t;-iz scifl aid positivc attitudes towards work thus,
necessitating the mounting of in-serNice education programmes for train-
ing and retraining teachers to develop vocational skills.

In order ti effectively implement the planned changes in the educa-
tional system, the Ministry of Education was reorganized. From a highly
centralized system, it has been decentralized. Thirteen regions were
orifanized. Under this cm-1),s fd!icilti,7)p has become mu re r.::ipOri_SiVC to
local needs, and programmes and projects are more efficiently managed.

Since the th:rteen regions differ, this educational development plans
vary although they have common themes, namely: democratization of
educational opportunity, open education, development of productive
skills, development of the new Filipino, lifelong education, and return to
the basics. A number of programmes and projects have been mounted
along these concepts which are calculated to contribute to development,
and in-service education programmes have been geared to training needs
relevant to these themes.

Monitoring mechanisms

To promote the planned changes spelled out in the National Educa-
tional Development Plan, mechanisms for monitoring their implementa-
tion have been established. One s ch mechanism is the setting up of
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The secret of national effectiveness and efficiency in the imple-

mentation of programmes and projects would lie in developing manage=
men and leader-ship capabilities it all hieruichic,A levels. At present a
number of in=service education programmes for personnel at these dif-
terent levels are regularly conducted.

One consideration in establishing the monitoring' system is the ideal
it insitallin_ an evaluation system that permeates all stages <il introducing

change, i,e,, pre -planning. planning, implementation and assimilation
the desired change, which suggests corresponding changes in personnel
pro i Ties,

I he lnal personnel system. evolving profiles

Chamies in the educational system suggest t the evolvement of new
proliies which in turn require chiunges in the training programmes of
teachers.

New personnel profile
Since Philippine society will remain 70 per cent rural in spite of rapid

industrialization, the emergence of rural or community teachers equipped
for effective performance in school and in the community is ineluctable.
The teacher must primarily be a good Filipino, who is proud of her
country, people and culture. While being an "educational diagnostician"
prescribing tailor-made programmes from a well-stocked reservoir of
tested alternatives, she will most of all understand the essential human
of her students and relate their learning to the problems and culture of
the community in which they operate as well as nurture a belief in the
capability of-each individual to improve.
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stuth:rit a t h e t ,-,,rnmtuutv She mi rcci:_11. reative, innova-
-x,e. Ind in;_elluct,,Ldly cur i in 1.-dcr t a n chttht:.

it; sum. the new profile of teachers will nece,isanly include technical
equipment which her counterparts in the past and

pre-sent vet-s may not possiss. But over and above this demand, the
teacher must he educated to remain stable in an exceedingly unstable

AIR! rALI:NI hie nit !ma: convictions, lofty ideals, personal pride,
confidence ;And iii rcgritv

Proscni mechanisms for developing new personnel profiles
lire training ;aid retraining of teachers today are different from that

id- ten or fifteen years ago, and they will be even more different during the
cichtie. -l-he significant feats of men at the close of the seventies like
travel l in space, the use of computers, the proliferation of gadgets and
machines and new technologies have virtually made certain educational

anti i.,irtivula outmoded ml not entirely obsolete.
Stens have Keen taken to reexamine and renew the mechanisms for

tiainin anti retraining teachers. While present mechanisms arc modifica-
tions ,1' (Id they can still stand improvement,

ami retraining programmes now embrace teachers and all
other education personnel from the national level down to the school

Various in-service programmes exist or equipping personnel for new
roles ;Ind responsibilities such as the foilowing:

( a) Career EXCCU t zue Sem cc Dcvetopment rOgTafll77ie ( CESDP).
1 his is a training programme to upgrade the managerial skills of

career managers in the service. It is intended for top-level government
managers which include deputy ministers, directors, assistant secretaries,
assistant directot, and service chiefs. The programme is conducted in the
Development cad cm y ol the Philippines-

(b) Supertri.tory raining ana P.IjectiVC idnlyzatratIve Managcnzent
(STREAM).

This training programme is managed lw the Civil Service Commission
and is taldressed to the training of till vision and ser' chiefs of all
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trained in areas which respond to their specific
ertie as trainers for lower level education per-

One popular mode dning for .die development of new
personnel profiles is attendance in formal courses. Such courses -e taken
either through scholarship grants or at the expanse of the teacher. Those
who are awarded scholarship grants take non,clegree or degree course.
Those who attend courses at their own expense do :so on Saturdays or in
Tie evenings.

The Ministry of Education and Culture operates a summer teacher-
training school the Baguio Vacation Normal School which offers both
undergraduate and graduate courses. In addition, there is a large number
of state and private cnlleges and universities that offer summer courses
for teachers. Most of these courses provide opportunities for updating
knowle0e and skills and for earning more credits for higher degrees.
which can fetch higher salaries for the personnel,

ections for monitoring methmlisms for change.
To produce the new profile of teachers demanded by changes in both

society and the educational system, a series of mechanisms have been
installed. These include in-service education programmes for tht levels of
personnel, formal courses that have been geared to the changes, cur-
riculum development efforts to accommodate the changes and to serve.
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He CS.tbliSh:2C:. This inechiiiiism ieiitures the consolidation of ;di research
centres of the Nlinistry iniai a National Research. anti Develoiament Oiiice
or Centre and the rciniori:einent f the Planninc service into d Phiunurf,'..
Proi;ramming and Desa4nity; Otfice. The Liner &A lice shall retain his
Curriculum Co-orWnainnii: Unit v.'hich Sh:Al 7,:,,ke UL) the resnonsibilite of
co-ordinauni4 with the bureaus in .trder to itiennly concetst t_-ilgi,.:s
and content i ,--,r the triunity,: and retraanny.4s teachers; Such information
shall be channeled to a National Centre for Teachers and he used as basis
H or strategies iind proranimes to he tried out anti prepared for approval
He the National BC +arc! ,i(1 Education, for final implementation in the
teacher education institutions and the agencies involved in training and
retraining

chart. that f.illows shows the processes which the proposed
mechanism will tolliw in the conmnin--.:: ::7 7,1-) r, . ,,, i',1,
educational directions and staa:ests factors which will affect the new
profile of teachers;

Concluding note

The study accentuates the tact that the )niv 0)11.----it.In1 thing is
change, and that change in soeietv hegets changes in the systems em-
bedded in it. It also underscores the idea that what spells the difference

d failure in any agenda for educational progress is to
squarely face the reality: the changing profile f teachers,
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NATIONAL STUDY REPUBLIC OF K RBA

Yung Durg

in Korean so,
The conclusion World War II was a nrnmg po

the status of being under a tk 1teiau rtile to
vet-, This transition provided a backdrop it_
democracy as the philosophy for rebuilding the nation.

first three years followim, Liberation in 9-45. the orouncl
was laid for the development of a democratic society, and the Republic of
Korea was born in 1948. Hardly had the work of Korean people for sell-
directed growth begun, when Korea was torn apart by the Korean War in
1950, which brought it into shambles. seemingly beyond hope of re=
corers. Despite many hardships following this fratricidal war, however,
the efforts for rebuilding of the nation were intensified.

Korea is not richly endowed with natural resources; therefore, in
national policy, industrial and human resources development has been
accorded top priority'. This policy orientation was reflected in the arnbi-
tic!.s attempt of the Government to launch a long-term economic develop-
ment programme. It involved the formulation of a series of fire -yeas
economic development plans. The successful implementation of these
plans brought about rapid economic growth, placing korea at the thresh-
old of an industrialized society. National development policy wM be

the line of accelerating industrial development Ana
reducing socks - economic disparities among people.

r Korea for
hat of a so-

Dug Lee is a senior Professor of Education, Seoul National
sits and tlz President, the Korean Society for the Study of

cation_ Ile has served as President, the Korean Educational Devel-
opment Institute, and ex-officio chairman of the Vationtzt Development
Group Jr o Educational Innovation. Ile is an author of more than 30
papers. lie has participated in many international and national educa-
tional conferences, and has been closely associated with the planning,
programming and review of .1PEID since the inception of the Pro-
gramme. lie has been involved in the design of joint innovative projects,
information development and dissemination services of APEID during
the last three
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Looking a decade ahead, one can foresee the emerLyenee of a number
of socio-econo.dic that will have significant implications for
education. Conti'', WIN cm_ hasis on economic cirowth, through industrial
development will lead to a rethinking of the priorities in the educational
sector. Apart from this, the changes that occur worldwide will have a
profound impact on the educational system in one way or another. Vhat
is happening in other countries today will be our concern tomorrow. In
identifying the socio-economic factors that have implications for educa-
tion, it is essential that attention be given not only to those changes
which are indigenous but also those which are of --.)-rldwide concern.
Some f these are discussed below.

Rapid industrialization
As the national policy places greater emphasis on industrialization,

technical /skill education will continue to be the dominant need in the
programmes of school education at all levels. In this connection, the
development of needed high-level manpower will be the primary concern
of higher education.

Socio-economic inequalities

The rapid process of industrial development has brought about
disparities in socio-economic status between rural and urban areas. These
inequalities will widen further unless some fundamental measures are
taken to reduce them.

Population growth and urbanization
Although the rate of population growth has been reduced markedly,

the present annual growth rate of 1.7 per cent is still rated high in view of
the limited and and other res urces available. The rapid population
growth, together with industrialization, increases the possibility of a
massive drift of rural population toward urban areas. This trend has
also a bearing on the growing concern about environmental problems.

Problems of value

As the process of industrialization and urbanization has accelerated,
the life le of Korean people has changed dramatically toward consump-
tive and extravagent life. Respect for human dignity is submerged under
the rising tide of materialistic orientation, and the supremacy of efficiency
outshines the true virtues inherent in the democratic process. The new

. life style has given rise to conflect with the traditional value system of
Korean people. This phenomenon is not a problem of Korean society
alone but is of a universal nature.

4 _4
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Potency of mass media

Another universal phenomenon is :he development of mass media
which is a major feature of today's society. Although it cannot be denied
that mass media have some negative effects, their virtues stand out pro-
minently, which can be harnessed for educational purposes. The potential
contribution of the mass media to providing informal and incidental
learning must be maximized.

Knowledge expl,-sion
Korea, like any other country, is experiencing an explosion of

knowledge. This information revolution brings with it so much to be
learned in many areas that there seems to be no way to cope with the
ever-increasing amount of knowledge. The critical need is to disperse the
process of learning throughout one's life cycle.

New education approaches

In response to the socio-economic changes that are taking place,
efforts are being made to make education relevant to the needs of the
present and future society. The following are the highlights of educational
efforts in Korea.

New emphasis in curriculum

As Korea is setting its sights on the building of an industrialized
welfare society based on democracy, efforts are being made to develop
curricula relevant to the needs of the envisioned society. To this end, the
curricula recieve emphasis in the following areas:

1. Value education aimed to develop in young people democratic
modes of life, national identity and fundamental virtues such as respect
for human dignity, diligcncc, self-sufficiency and cooperation.

2. Science and technology education aimed to meet the increasing
demand for high level manpower needed in a.hinly industrialized society.

3. Selection and organization of curriculum contents and subject
syllabi shifting attention from factual knowledge to fundamental know-
ledge, with greater emphasis on application and inquiry in the learning
process. Apart from the effort for curriculum reform, a new institutional
arrangement has been made for curriculum development, which is charac-
terized by a built-in mechanism which provides for channeling research
results into curriculum development.
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=2: projects have been undertaken with the

impact on the instructional process.

=Middle School Dezc[oprnent (E-M Pro],

This project attempts to develop an alternative delivery system for
-v and middle schools, which would enhance the quality of educa-

iarge as well as reduce regional disparity in the quality of educes=
wing been started in 1972, it has been launched in the selected

schools with the purpose of demonstrating how they function in large
classes of both urban and rural schools. The new :n_so uctional sub-system,
a major component of the new system, provides for a flexible grouping
of lea=rners, the use of multiple instructional materials, including TV and
radio programmes and a variety of learning programmes catering to the
needs of the individual student. This system is now on the way to nation-
wide application.

(b) programme
The skill-learning development project was undertaken in Korea in

1977, with the purpose of exploring ways in which the effects of skill-
learning programmes can be maximized. This project culminated in the
development of modularized learning programmes, a dozen exemplar
teaching-learning materials and the development of audio-visual aids. On
this basis, the skill-learning programme has been developed and integrated
into the curricula of primary and middle (junior high) schools. This prp-
gramme has no reference to specific skills but deals with general materials
which are designed to develop a solid basis for continuing training in
vocational education at higher school levels. Uniquely, this programme
does justice to the affective domain including the development of an
awareness of the importance of manual and skilled work and desirable
work ethics.

Search for an Alternative Approach to School Education

Air and correspondence education
The programme of air and correspondence education was introduced

in 1974 to provide the out-of-school youth with some opportunities to
continue schooling. There are at present 39 air and correspondence high
schools in the two largest cities Seoul and Busan enrolling 21,000.
The programme provides education in all required elements of the regular
high school curriculum which comprises broadcast lectures (313 days) and
class attendance (262 days).
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schools are a direct ot Saemaul
. Community, :ici:. cinch is an inte:n-al part the Saernatil

Movement. This ',\Iovement is Li nationwide effort [7) promote spiritual
enii,,lhenment, social development and economic development particularly
in rural areas. In this contest, Saemaul Education is charged with the
responsilnlity bringin about spiritual enlightenment. Schools have
Ii can made the educational centers for community people. and teachers

CL beionne acti,,e1v enga,_--ct in providing educational scryices There
are 158 community-centered schools (one in each county, mostly agri-
cultural high schools) which provide various educational programmes
related to Saemaul spirit, scientific farming agricultural machinery,
health, housekeeping and family planning. In addition Sa:maul classes
are operated by primar,,, Anti middle schools to parents during vacation.

(e) In-plant training programmes,

The Law enacted in 1975 made it mandatory that industrial firms
employing more than 500 persons offer inplant training. There are 443 in-
plant programmes across the nation enrolling -41,808 non-skilled workers
in 16 different courses. The government increases its administrative and
financial support, for these programmes. Apart from teaching staffs
within the plants. a mobile teaching team has been organized to make
periodic rounds of the plants in order to bring the quality of the training
progamme to the level of the standard performance criteria set,

fl Adz/It c&rcatzo,/

As adult education is gaining ground, school for old people are
increasing in number. They teach the old productive skills and hobbies
that will enrich the remaining part of their lives, Apart from this, colleges
and universities are actively involved in ,--:fr-,-h-tural seryiee or university
extension programmes. Most prominent among them is the "citizen
college" for married women.

(g) Dcuelopment of high-level manpozver
In its present stage of social and economic development, Korea is

faced with an urgent need for developing high-level manpower. This
need has also been the anchor point of educational reforms

(i) College pilot programme. The most significant among recent
major innovations is the college pilot programme calculated to increase
the efficiency and flexibility of higher education in adjusting to new
requirements. The colleges and universities inclined and ready to carry
out the pilot programme are given encouragement and support. They are
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Personnel profile
I he social-economic milieu of Korea and the new developments of

nature call tor fundamental changes in the functions of the
educational system. Since teachers, among others. are the key factor for
ref arm in all educational systems, the change in the profile of teachers is
unavoidable.

The profile teachers may be considered to have two dimensions
nd professional competencies. The developments in the

learning have given rise to the advocation of a scientific
approach to the formation of competencies. Although competencies are
important for succe sful performance in teaching, personality traits of
the tea ncher cart `Z be nc;.;lccf,cd. It is especially true in the Korean society
which still retains the tradition of holding teachers in high esteem. Amid
rapid industrialization of technological advancement, the clamour of the
public for high moral consciousness and integrity on the part of teachers
is loud and clear. Korean teachers are required to have desirable qualities
on both dimensions. Given this reality, the following traits are considered
essential:

The teacher should:
I. Be a man of integrity in order to develop in youths the qualities
whole person manifested in the National Education Charter of the

Republic of Korea;
9. have trust and respect for human potential;
3. Be warm in heart and humane in dealing with sympathetic under-

standing of their learning and personal problems; and
4. Be sensitive to his needs and motivated toward meeting these

needs in a way that accelerates self-growth.
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I he i.e...her (jut:elisions th Inv teacher's nrofile, th,tf can be :,,iteen

playire as foilows
The teacher should he:
1. An organizer of learning experiences: Teachers should be skilled

in organizing a wide range ot learning experiences vaned enough to meet
ilivival re

iator of learninii.. An able teacher ranges alone a con-
_Tat:lion st\ les. witneh include the roles 01 sturnuiatv en-

, helper, questioner, challenger and puzzler. What is important
ill h=.., connection is the role of guiding learners towards the feeling of
satisfaction from their achievement so that they develop cc nfidence in
their ability to learn.

3. A resource finder. Teachers should know various data bases to
use and efficient ways of retrieval and help learners get the relevant
information resources.

4. A designer of teaching aids and materials. Teachers should be
able to assess the need for teaching aids and materials and produce them.

15. A diagnostician of learners progress. Teachers should be highly
skilled in the us, of various evaluation tools to identify the needs of
individual learners and monitor the progress of their learning.

6, A deed' per 1 yaluis. In a continually changing, context of
society, teachers should regularly examine their own views of the world
vis-a-vis those of students to develop a sound grounding in values. Sound
values required of a teacher help him to identify the values to be cul-
tivated in the students and the ways of guiding them.

7. A counselor. The teacher should be a guide not only in subject
rnatter but also in matters pertinent to the personal life and career devel-
opment of the student.

8. A human relations developer. Teachers should be familiar with
the ways of developing human relationship with people of different ages
and assume the role of bridging the value gap between elderly people and
the youth.

9. A teacher of adults. Teachers should he highly sensitive to and
knowledgeable about the characteristics of adults and should he able to
organize learning experiences in a systematic fashion and teach them
effectively.

10. A community survev specialist. Teachers should make it a point
to conduct surveys on the characteristics and cleeds of the community and
the availability of community resources for instructional purposes.
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A rapid ...ci ise in the number of prim Ir and secon dary- schools
for the last three decades resulted in a chronic shortage of teachers. In
the rapid process or industrialization, the profession of teaching which
was held in high esteem has become unattractive amidst the new profes-
sions which appear more ch.dlenging to the youth. This makes it difficul.
to recruit qualified teachers.

junior Teacher's- College (JTC).
_ITC provides a two-year post secondary course designed to produce

primary school teachers. Its antecedents are normal schools equivalent to
the high school level. There arc 11 nationaliTC's - one in each province.
The students of JTC's are exempted not only from tuition and other fees,
but also from military- service (male students). This is a major incentive

elt%t". !'rt'ght sttidcntS into the teaching profession. As a means of up-
grading the quality of primary sctiool teachers, a plan is being formulated
to extend the two-year programme into a four-year college programme.
The l`l'(.71's also serve as in-service training centres during vacation periods.
With these eleven centres, the opportunity for in-service training is still
limited in view of the number of primary school teachers (approximately
100,000) to be trained.

Colleges of Education.
There are 24 colleges of education, most of which are university-

affiliated, to produce seeonda school teachers. Eleven of these col-
leges one in each province -- also serve as in-service training centres
during vacation*.

Korean National institute of Education Research (KNIER).
KNIER is a research institute attached to the Nlinistry of Education.

This institute offers residential training in the Sacrnaul (New Community)
*tent, which is compulsory for all principals and assistant principals

of primary and secondary schools.
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Provincial Education Research Centres.
There are 1 1 provirwiJI educzition research centres one

a variety o short =term ,-service training pro=
Is specs it areas such as designing of

uctional planning. classroom managementtear hing-learnin=, materials.
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Planned changes

In an attempt to remove time an J spatial limitations inherent in in-
service training, distance learning prci rminic°s using broadcasting media
are being devised.

The New Community \loveineut h.n become a core element of the
in-service training programme, with the purpose of equipping teachers
with the qualities of community leaders.

With the integration of the skill learning programme into the
curricula of prim arc and secondary education. the traihine 0 t tellers in
this new area has become a central concern of teacher education. Cogni-
zant of this need, the Department of Industrial Teacher Education has

-.=.11 set up at Chung Nam University which is exclusively responsible for
producing teachers and providing in-service training in this field. This
University has the advantage of drawing on the facilities and expertise
of the Science Research Complex adjacent to its czwiptis.

The establishment of the Staff Training College is being considered
not only to train educational administrators but to provide a forum for
sharing of experiences and concerns of supervisors, principals and policy-
makers and promoting a collaborative att :pt to make education more
responsive to the needs of the present and future society.

New mechanism for teacher training

A review of the existing mechanism for teacher training particularly`
in relation to the new personnel prcfilc sheds light on what the new
mechanism "- id be like. The nel.v mechanism may be envisioned as
follows:
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erebire the pre- service training, programme envisioned Acre
aeon-oriented, which visualizes the interweavin: H t ory

Fhe principle behind this view is that the time gap between
the act1 mi. of knowledge and its application must be kept to the mini-
muin. The :situational approach appears to have a rc-,11, pot7mlial for
serving this put-pose. because being immersed repeatedly in the process

and interpreting situations enables the pr,:spective
Form a systern of concepts, But the situational approach should not be

considered a substitute for the present consecutive programme but merely
a supplementary scheme which needs to be re Aforced by a study of the
relevant aspects of the theory of knowledge and the cognitive and affec-
tive processes of. learning and feeling. A close parallel would be to organize
the theoretical course around ease study and clinical work as is practiced
in education for law and medicine. In this connection. the employment of
clinic tl professors deserves special attention as a possible means of bridg-
ing the gap between theoretical learning and practice teaching.

In-service training
The most scrims concern of in-service training in Korea is the

limited opportunity tor in-service training, and Lh to the need for
reducing time and spatial limitations. A consideration along this line leads
us to the question of "how to ivaitivt.iitC teachers toward self-directed
learning'', A considertion of this question may provide a critical path to
making a deep dent on the problems besetting in-service training. This view
is based on the fart that learning outcomes can be maximized when one is

motivated by an awareness of individual needs, An important function of
in-service training is, therefore, to help individual teachers identify their
needs and provide means of fulfilling them. The provision of self -learning
packages, with an effective built-in monitoring mechanism, will be giant
step toward improving the present in-service training system. At the same
time, efforts should he made to decentralize in-service training by en-
couraging local initiative. 9,- deriving self- learning schemes and by en-
couraging local initiative it would be possible to ensure programmes
which would contribute more to the development of the potential of
individual teachers. It is imperative that any effort to improve in-service
training in the future should place greater emphasis on the diversification
of training programmes based on the needs of individual teachers. It is
imperative that imy effort to improve inservice training in the future
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Monitoring and evaluittion of educational changes and prog-rammes
file ci..11 and political set tin.; of Korea is characterized by centrali-

I consLderable it I autunoiny has been given tci
in-ovmcial edticaifn authurnies.

The ii nest teisiative body of th, National Assembly is based on
a two-party system. The Education and Culture Sub-C,rmmittee of the
Niunal Asserrinly is the machinery for proposing and del-beratingbills pertinent to education. Therefore, monitoring and evaluating educa-tional changes arid programmes are important functions of the Sub-Committee. In order to collect information and data which are relevant to
policy interpretations, a Sub-Committee members have regular contacts
with professional associations, research institutes and universities.

'File highest administrative body is the Ministry of Education which
has a Education Policy Deliberation Council as a consultative body, The
Council, com-,-osed of leading people representative of various walks of
life, advises the MinistrA.- on more specific issues of education. Monitoring
and evaluation are also important functions of the Council which helps
the Nlinistry formulate l-oicv measures.

While the Education and Culture Sub-Committee of the National
Assembly and Education Poljec Deliherati-n perfoi-rn the runt:-
Lions of rThmitoring and evaluation, their work in actuality lacks pro-
fessional ins:ght. The drive for the nrofcssionalization of these functions
was given impetus by the establishment of the Council for Long-Range
Educational Planning (CLEF) under the Office of the Prime Minister in
1968. The inauguration of CIEP was a response to the need felt for a
symtematic approach to planning changes in the educational sector in thecontext If the changing social and econonb- milieu. The important point
to be noted here is that educational development planning was treated
as a component of a comprehensive national development programmeco-ordinated by the Economic Planning Board. The most significant
achievement which resulted from this institutional arrangement was the
formulation of the Comprehensive Long-Range Educational Plan (1972-
1986) which involved an extensive analysis of problems and needs, pro-jections of quantitative indicators that would guide educational develop-
ment and specification of strategies for the implementation of planned
changes,

In July 1971. the CLEF underwent what was called "developmental
dissolution intl educational planning has now become the regular func-
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in the earls :Li- t ot 1970 to take a fresh ,frk re.itiired enanies tne
cdue.,Thiti d system over a 15, car time span irtint 1976. The study report.
published in 197 S with the title "Long-1 crrn Pee-spec:ye tor Edticatronal
Development." ifS being used .Ls the major resource material tor toe formu-
lation of policy measures by the Ministry of Education and other evn-
verned agencies. Within this trainework. KEDI regularly develops short
and mid-term plans 1csing on policy zandelmes in close co-operation
with the Nlimstrx- f Education, The evalu..tive function is of course
built in the planning mechanism, which involves leading people repre-
sentative of various walk.; ot lite.

By and large, the monitoring and evaluative functions in Korea are
research-based by assigning them to research institutes. Iii r--,cent years

trend has emerged toward encouraging these functions at the local level,
and steps are being taken to develop the planning staffs of local education
agencles,
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to the buildinz- of national capabilities for undertaking educa-
ti:lital innovations linked to the problems of national develop-
ment. thereby improving the quality of life of the peoph: in

Member States.
AU projects and activities within the framework of

APEID are elesimed. developed and implemented co-operat-
ii.clv by the participating Member States through the national
centres which they have associated for- this purpose with
APELD.

The 21 countries in Asia and the Pacific participating in
APEID arc: Afghanistan, Australia, Bangladesh, China, India,
Indonesia, Iran, Japan, Lao People's Democratic Republic,
Malaysia, Nepal, New Zealand, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea,
Philippines. Republic of Korea, Republic of Maldives, Singa-
pore, Socialist Republic of Viet Nam, Sri lauka and Thailand.
Each country has set up a National Development Group
(NDG) to identify and support euucational innovations for
development within the country and facilitate exchanges
between countries.

The Asi Centre of Educational Triovition For Devel-
opment (ACEID), an integral part of the Unesco Regional
Office for Education in Asia and the Pacific in Bangkok, co-
ordinates the activities under APEID and assists the Asso-
ciated Centres (AC) in carrying them out.

The aims of APEID are:
To stimulate efforts in the Mei-lher States For the
development and implementation of innovations in
education, both formal and non-formal;
To make students, parents, communities, teachers
and other educational personnel, aware of the need
for relevant changes in education;
To promote understanding and appreciation of the
differences in educational _practices and approaches
of the Member States;


